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Paul Howard shows how to turn an
off-centre finial box with a red stripe
Richard Hoodless reports on Paul’s demonstration

P

aul Howard’s off-centre
finial box follows a design
by Chris Stott. He
explained that you can buy a
chuck for doing off-centre turning
or make your own — for which
Paul markets a kit of parts.
Paul used a piece of beech
which was made up by gluing
three pieces of wood together
with red veneer between each
join. This was carefully marked
with a line between the joins on
each end and the true centre

Starting to round the cylinder
marked together with offsets
opposite each other. The blank
was then put between centres
and a chuck spigot turned on
each end and the piece cut into
two pieces.

Paul Howard
One piece was fixed in a
chuck, turned to a true cylinder
and the end cleaned up. Then
the end was turned down to a
spigot for the lid of the box to fit
on, hollowed out using a spindle
gouge moving from the centre to
the outside and finally finished
with a Simon Hope carbide tool.
The other piece, which was to
become the lid of the box, was
fixed in the chuck, cleaned up as
before and the end hollowed out
using a box scraper to ensure a
good fit on the spigot of the base
of the box. The two pieces were
put together, placed between
centres and a cove turned with a
bowl gouge in the centre where
the two pieces were joined .
The home made off-centre
chuck with a piece of scrap
wood fixed to it was put on the

headstock of the lathe and the
chuck adjusted to run true on
centre. The scrap wood was
turned to a jam chuck to hold
the bottom of the box. The
chuck was off-set and the
bottom of the box turned so that
it lined up properly. The
tailstock was brought up for
support and sticky tape was
wrapped round the joint with
the jam chuck. A bowl gouge
was used to turn the off-centre
piece until solid wood was
reached. Light cuts were used to

Plastic tape ensures that the
jam joint cannot come apart
finish off in order to get a good
finish. A bead was cut just under
the base of the box using a skew
chisel and a spindle gouge
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ground to a point. The off-centre
chuck was adjusted to run on the
true centre and the foot of the
article was turned.
The scrap wood on the offcentre chuck was turned to a
jam chuck to hold the lid of
the box. The off-centre chuck
was adjusted to run offcentre
in
the
opposite
direction used for the base of
the box so that the grain
matches, the tailstock was Nearly there....
brought up for support and
the join taped up as before. A the top of the box and shape
roughing gouge and then a the finial. Paul used a
bowl gouge were used to turn sandpaper file to sand the

The off-centre jig with the
adjustment bolts
top and bottom of the box to
remove any tooling marks.

Some of the items made by
P a ul, on the display table
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On the April show table
Francois Greeff, ash and cherry, spade handle
steamed and bent after turning
Alex Bellringer, hornbeam, Windsor Castle laurel,
Windsor Castle brown oak, white Mallee hybrid

David Buskell, burr coolabah, oil finish
Ron Grace, pens from colour pencils, following
Alex Bellringer’s instructions

Chris Barrett, spalted hornbeam, oil and wax
finish
Francois Greeff, sapele mahogany, old railway
timber from the underground, Briwax finish

David Buskell, London plane, fire damaged tree,
from Camberwell Station Road

Derek Dowle, sycamore: "natural edge without
the edge"!
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May club night

Members’
own corner

T

his space is just waiting for
you to post your items for
sale, tools that you would
like to own (Many members have
tools they are never likely to use
again on shelves in their
workshops) and tricky
questions about turning
problems!

Come on, let’s hear
from you.

Deadline for
the June issue
of the
e-newsletter

JUNE 1
4 4
Page

N

eed a nice new mallet?
Then here is an
opportunity to save cash
if you are thinking of buying a
factory-made one.
Peter
Westermann will be doing a 30to 40-minute demonstration of
how to make a beech handle
and oak head mallet all
prepared and finished on our
small club lathe
But first we have Francois
Greeff with an interesting
problem — a difficult piece of
wood to be tamed by working
out how to hold it and begin to
turn it on the lathe. The plan
was to demonstrate this on the
big lathe, but instead we plan to
use it as a launch pad for
turners’ question time.
At the same time other
members will be setting up the
camera and sound system in
readiness for the Peter
Westermann demo — a learner
volunteer camera operator will
try to cover the demo in a
professional manner!
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